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English Common Law in Virginia*
W. HAMILTON BRYSON**
By statute 1 the common law of England is the basis of the common law
of modern Virginia. This reception statute refers to the customary, unwritten law of the kingdom of England, but only that part which was general
and common to all parts of England. That the English common law is the
foundation of the law of Virginia is a matter not merely of a modern
statute but also of history and reason.
Virginia was settled in 1607 by a London-based private corporation,
and the settlers were Englishmen. These adventurers set out for the new
world with visions of becoming wealthy quickly. It was logical that they
should have taken with them their own laws and legal institutions. Moreover, it was required by the instructions to the Virginia Company, which
planted the colony at Jamestown, that litigation was to be settled 'as
near to the common laws of England and the equity thereof .as may
be.' 2 In 1632 when commissioners were appointed to hold the monthly
courts (later renamed the county courts) for Warwick, Warrosquyoke,
(now Isle of Wight), Elizabeth City, and Accomack, their commissions , ·
required them to execute the office of justice of the peace ·and to act
'as near as may be after the laws of the realm of England and the statutes
thereof made. ' 3 When the statutes of Virginia were recodified in 1662,
the common law of England was acknowledged to be in force. 4 When
independence from Great Britain was declared in 1776, a statute was
enacted which stated that the general common law of England remained
in force, 5 and this provision has been continued in substance by every
Virginia code since. 6
In addition to legislative requirements giving force to the English
common law in colonial Virginia, it was logical and reasonable that if should
be used by the Englishmen who settled Virginia. When the English arrived,
there was no pre-existing system of l~.w. The native Indians were seen to
be living in a state of barbarism; furthermore, the Indians after defeat in
war and sale of their territorial claims slowly moved westward leaving the
colony vacant. This legal vacuum was filled by the familiar English law,
which the settlers brought with them from England. 7
Sir Matthew Hale and Sir William Blackstone both wrote on the validity
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of the English law in the English colonies, but both used generalizations
which were far too broad correctly to describe the law of Virginia. Both
appear to be describing colonies that had been previously settled by other
European powers, such as the Spanish, the French, and the Dutch, and
then acquired by Great Britain. Hale in his Prerogatives of the King
correctly described the Virginia situation when he wrot€, '[T]he English
planters carry along with them those English liberties that are incident to
their persons. ' 8 The rest of his comments were inapplicable to Virginia. 9
(This book, however, was not published until 1976.)
On the other hand, Blac.kstone published his Commentaries· on the
Laws of England in 1765. He wrote,
Our American plantations are principally of this latter sort [i.e.
'conquered or ceded countries, that have already laws of their own'
as opposed to 'uninhabited'' countries] being obtained in the last
century by right of conquest and driving out the natives ... or by
treaties. And therefore the common law of England, as such, has no
allowance or authority there. 10
Upon reading this passage in 1774, Col. Landon Carter noted in his
private diary:
By this doctrine the colonists are in a legal view considered by the
parent state as infidel or a conquered people; and are only subject to
the Parliament and not as her children with her consent establishing
societies. Further he [Blackstone] adds they are not only subject to the
control of Parliament but the king may alter and impose what laws on
them he pleases. What does he mean here by the.word principally?
Can he allude to the humanity and justice of the first settlers of some
colonies who purchased the lands of the natives? If he· does, it must be
an ill directed humanity or a very useless exercise of their virtue to
posterity; for if by accident they had settled an uninhabited country
the invaluable rights of the common law would have atten.ded them;
but when they dared to attempt a settlement by humanity and justice,
they forfeited all right to the common law to the latest ages. In support
of this law, which every man of common sense must shudder at, he
cites cases, 11 every one ·of which make a distinction between settlements composed of English subjects and those composed of conquered people. Therefore, according to his reasoning the conquerors
are the conquered, and the drivers out of the natives are the very
natives themselves; and those who owned by fair purchases are the
very infidels driven out and no longer possessing. This is the species
of law in many instances which has given that monster a reputation
in the courts of law. Is he not then either an ass or a villain? 12
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St. George Tucker and his son, Henry St. G. Tucker, both took the
opportunity to disagree publicly (and politely) with Blackstone on this same
point. 13
Blackstone's error in regards to the colony of Virginia stemmed from
his confusion of Virginia history with that of the West Indies. Virginia was
not a 'conquered' or 'ceded' colony but was a 'settled' one. If it could be
considered to be conquered or purchased from the Indians, still they did
not impose any laws on the English. The Indians moved west, and the
English moved in as 'settlers' of a vacant land and brought the. English
common law with them. (As to colonies taken away from other European
nations, the Spanish law or whatever remained in force and continued to
apply to the Spaniards and Indians already living there under that law untilchanged by the new English government.) Although the English authorities
were not always clear on this point and some disagreed with others, the
Virginia legal authorities, statutory, case law, and secondary, were and are
unanimous on the point that the common law of England was in force in
Virginia from the time of the first settlement in 1607 and Virginians were
entitled to all the rights, privileges, and liberties of Englishmen. 14
Having established that the common law was brought from England to
Virginia in 1607, it now remains to consider the scope and extent of the !
law introduced into the colony. The term common law, as used in the sense ··,
of the law common to all of England, included by 1607 equity jurisprudence ~,
and procedure. By this time equity was unquestionably a part of the
municipal law of England, and it would have been. egregiously defective
otherwise. Equity along with the rest of the common law came to Virginia
with the settlers. 15
St. George Tucker argued that the royal prerogative, or prerogative law,
was inimical to republican Virginia, and thus if it ever was the law in colonial
Virginia, it ceased to be upon independence.16 However, it is submitted
that the royal prerogative was and is a part of the common law (and thus
the king was under and subject to the law and not above it or independent
of the law). Some parts of prerogative law may have been abolished by the
Virginia Constitution and Bill of Rights in 1776, but the remaining parts
became transferred from the crown to the commonwealth as a whole. 17
Note, for example, that the commonwealth never pays court costs, 18 nor
can !aches be imputed to the commonwealth. 19 .
Since it was the law that was common to all of England that the settlers
brought with them, no local laws or customs of any particular English
borough, county, or manor were ever in force in Virginia. This is a matter
of common sense; since the settlers did not come from any single lpcality
in England, there would have been no agreement as to which local custom
to use. Moreover, the local laws and customs, which were in derogation ·
of the common law, were peculiar or specific to one particular locality.in
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England; they were not transferable to any other place, either in England
or in Virginia. 20 Local law dealt primarily with the rights of the various
tenants of a manor to use parts of that manor in particular ways and with
the rights and methods of transferring arid inheriting interests in the land
in that manor. This was also true of the rights of the freemen of particular
boroughs. The tenure of land in a particular English l~ality that was i-n ·
derogation of the common law had nothing to do with the tenure of land
in Virginia or in any particular part 'of Virginia.
Furthermore, there can be no valid local customs in Virginia 1n derogation of the common law' because such a custom cannot be alleged to be
'immemorial,' that is to have existed before the time of legal memory. This
is because Virginia was first settled in 1607, which was well after the
accession of King Richard I. A recent custom cannot change the common
law. 21
Note that the concept of local laws in derogation of the common law
is quite different' from the idea of title by prescription. 22 It is also different
from the idea that the commercial customs of merchants can be proved
as a matter of evidence to show the intent of the· parties to a contract, which
is the way commercial law becomes a part of the common law. 23
It was believed in colonial Massachusetts that, since land was granted
in free and common socage as of the manor of East Greenwich in K:ent,
gavelkind, the· local law of inheritance in Kent, was applicable to
Massachusetts. However, the colonial Virginians did not fall into this error,
but correctly followed the common law of primogeniture. 24 In Virginia,
as·in all the English colonies in North America, land was granted in free
and common socage as of the manor of East Greenwich, but this was done
so that the English law of socage tenure applied rather than the law of
military tenure with its ·burdensome knights' service. 25 The land was in
Virginia not in Kent, ·and the local law of· Kent was 'not applicable.
·To state the rule that the common law of England is the foundation of
Virginia law is simple and indeed simplistic. It is submitted that the common
law of England in 1607 was brought to Virginia by the first settlers, but
the common law was not and is not static. Thus the evolving common law,
after 1607, was developed by the Virginia courts rather than by the English
judges. However, the evolution ·of the common law and the docfrine of
stare decisis is and has always been the subject of dispute. · .
. During the seventeenth century, the bench and bar of Virginia were in
general poorly trained in the law, and their administration of the law was
rudimentary and unsophisticated. But from the first settlement in 1607 until
independence in 1776, and afterwards, there was a continuous improvement in the level of legal education and legal practice. As the bench and
bar became better educated, the practice of law came more and more to
resemble the practice in England. ·Most of the English law books were
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present in eighteenth century Vfrginia, 26 and the Virginia judges developed
Virginia law according to English precedents and ideas. The legal profession
in Virginia looked to England for inspiration well into the nineteenth
century, until it was rendered no longer necessary by the accumulation of
a large body of Virginia decisions in print and readily available·. 27
The English common law, of course, was subject to revision and change
by Virginia legislation; also various English common law doctrines, which
were unsuited to Virginia conditions and policies, have been modified by
the Virginia courts. A good example of the latter type of development is
the law of waste. Virginia being a wooded country in the nineteenth century
differed greatly from England, a cleared country, and therefore the life
tenant in Virginia in cutting timber did not commit any legal waste. If the
life tenant were not allowed to clear the land of trees, it would be worthless
to him. Furthermore, the cutting down of woods was not a loss but a
positive benefit for. the remainderman also. 28
Since in Virginia there was no tenure by knight's service, there were no
rights of wardship. Since there were no manors or local jurisdictiohs in
derogation of the general common law, there were no courts by prescription,
copyhold lands, or conveyances by surrender. Since there was no bishop, ,
there were no ecclesiastical courts; wills and administrations were handled,·
by the county courts.
·'
English cases decided after 1607 were taken to be persuasive rather than,,'
binding authority; there are relatively few reports of decisions before 1607
and many of these:were, by the eighteenth century, antiquated by later
English developments or inapplicable to the social conditions of Virginia
and thus of little use or authority. It is thus necessary for the Virginia bench
to 'deal with most English authority in a flexible manner. Chancellor Creed
Taylor in 1809 stated that 'it was the common law we adopted, and not
English decisions'. 29
The force of the common law as declared by Virginia dedsjons is,
however, a more difficult problem. Where the common law is clear on a
·point, for the courts to rule otherwise is for the judges to change the law
and to usurp the legiiSlative function of the General Assembly. Itis the duty
of the courts to administer the law, not to legislate. 30 'The province of the
court is to interpret the law, not enact it.' 31 Referring directly to the
current Virginia common law reception statute, Justice Spratley said, 'Lawmaking by the courts in the face of this language would be an unconsti.
tutional assumption of legislative 'power. '32
On the other hand, a study of the history of almost any branch of the
common law reveals that the common law is a dynamic, a changing, a
growing thing. 33 'The common law . . . is a flexible body of principles
which are designed to meet, and are susceptible of adaptation to, new
institutions, conditions, usages, and practices, as the progress of society
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may require. ' 34 In Harris v. Commonwealth, the court said, 'It is true that
the principles of the common law are elastic, and that one of its peculiar
merits is that it adapts 'itself to the rights of parties under changed circumstances ... ' 35 Referring to the common law, Judge Brooke wrote in 1831,
'Its peculiar beauty is that it adapts itself to the rights of parties under every
change of circumstances. ' 36
:;;:
The difficult distinction that must be drawn between judicial legislating
and the court's developing the unwritten common law leads to a more
fundamental problem. What should the court do when a good general rule
of the common law leads to injustice in a single particular case? Should
a good system be weakened or destroyed in favor of justice in the particular
case? It was ruled in 1823 by the excellent Judge Green that
The quiet and well being of society require that the rights and
responsibilities of individuals should in all cases, when it is practicable,
without the hazard of extensive injustice, be ascertained by fixed and
certain rules, ~o that they may adjust their differences, witJ;10ut a resort
in each particular case to the judicial tribunals. It is no objection to
such general rules that in some few instances they will operate
injustice. If their general effect is to do right between the parties, it
is better that individuals should suffer occasionally an injury than the
whole community an inconvenience [i.e. an injury or harm]. This
principle is strongly asserted and insisted on by the common law. 37
Judge Kelly in 1921 balanced the competing policies as follows:
Courts cannot always have the satisfaction of feeling that decisions
arrived at by them have reached the right of the individual case,
because they must have due regard for the legal proverb that hard
cases make bad law, but they must never lose sight of the fact that
justice in the individual case should always be a primary consideration,
and should be brought' about if that result can be attained without
sacrifice of sound ano just general principles. 38
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